Key Findings:
By using Exceedence
Compare we were able to
prove the following:
 Quickly highlight
issues form portfolio
to farm to individual
assets
 Follow a simple
workflow trail
 Find systemic issues in
single turbines
 See the full technical
and financial picture
Overview screen of portfolio performance in Exceedence Compare

Exceedence COMPARE – Offshore Wind

Case study: Identifying Systematic underperformance of assets

Many wind energy projects underperform
after they have been built. The reasons
are various however one thing is constant.
Unpicking and rectifying the cause is
difficult as the drivers behind the
performance are complex. Currently
there are on the market several
operational software packages that will
help analyse technical under performance

For more information on
Exceedence Compare
please visit:
Exceedence.com

For more information on
our EU Datapitch project
that has funded the
development of
Exceedence Compare See
www.datapitch.eu

The farm consists of 9 turbines with an
installed capacity of 22.5MW that was
built in 2008. Data for each turbine was
available as well as overall farm
performance.

The problem
The portfolio dashboard above highlights
in red the underperforming farms and a
quick mouse over shows the extent of the
Exceedence go further and are the first to problem.
A quick click and the past
offer a solution to build a digital twin of months ACTUAL data is loaded in and is
the project from a technical and financial then compared against the expected.
performance approach and use such key
figures such as monthly yield, revenue,
IRR, NPV, LCOE to highlight the
performance delta from the ORGINALLY
financed project.
We provide a series of comparison
screens OVER TIME that show the deltas
and allow a deeper dive into the farm
performance down to each of the
turbines. This case study shows a worked
example of a real wind farm and focuses 1. The Modelled output – What was
on identifying one particular issue of an
originally forecast in the technoasset underperformance. The financial
financial model.
impact of the underperformance is 2. Expected output – the original model
discussed in another case study.
run with the actual wind data

The dashboard highlights both technical and financial deltas in performance with negatives highlighted in red.
This dashboard belies the complexity below as the software is using the ExceedenceFinance engine in the
background to build parts of the Modelled, Expected and
Actual data. KPIs available are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instantaneous Power
Availability
Yield
Capacity factor
Resource
LCOE (levelised cost of Energy)
IRR
Revenue per month
Annualised Revenue
Simple payback
Discounted payback
NPV/MW
A further click into the technical performance
dashboard shows the performance per turbine and
again the problems are highlighted in red. Clicking
on the turbine pulls up all the performance data on
an individual turbine and it is this that will show
individual assets that underperform. The software
has easily allowed us to follow the trail from the
portfolio level right down to a single asset in a
farm. Shown below are 3 distinctly different
reasons for a single asset underperforming that we
were able to highlight from only 1 month of
operational data.

1. Availability – The KPI shows a lack of availability but the detail power curve show that there was plenty
instances of wind where zero power was produced. This could be a fault condition or a maintenance issue
2. Rating – The turbine never reaches its peak output and flatlines well below it. This appears to be a systemic
issue.
3. Underperformance – The turbine is consistently under-delivering at the upper end of the power curve. This
is another systemic issue but one that correct maintenance may fix like blade cleaning.

“Exceedence Compare quickly allows the user to go from high level portfolio analysis
right down to individual turbine performance to identify and rectify systemic asset
underperformance”

